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Behavioral public policy

How to set policy that produces outcomes
that are good for society and for individuals?

Standard economics: hyperrational ‘econs.’

“Behavioral” = real humans who make mistakes, have self-control
problems, etc.

1. Behavioral welfare economics
What mistakes do people make? What policies effectively
improve decisions?

I How can we know whether a decision was good or bad?

2. Positive welfare economics
What policies will individuals and policy makers demand?
What biases and mistakes inflict such judgments?



Examples of behavioral public policy

I Defaults (e.g. opt-in / opt-out for organ donation)

I Energy labels, food labels

I Disclosure mandates

I ...
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1. Behavioral Welfare Economics



Financial literacy

1. Suppose you had $100 in a savings account and the interest
rate was 2% per year. After 5 years, how much do you think
you would have in the account if you left the money to grow?
(More thanMore than/less than/exactly $102)

2. Imagine that the interest rate on your savings account was 1%
per year and inflation was 2% per year. After 1 year, how
much would you be able to buy with the money in this
account? (More than / same / less thanless than today)

3. Buying a single company’s stock usually provides a safer
return than a stock mutual fund. (True / FalseFalse)

Only 30.2% of Americans (50.1% of the Swiss) answer all three
questions correctly (Lusardi & Mitchell, 2014).

Most OECD member countries, as well as India and China have
implemented policies to enhance financial literacy.



How do we know whether a financial education
intervention is effective?
Ambuehl, Bernheim, Lusardi, R&R at the American Economic Review

Conventional approaches

1. Directional changes in behavior.
I E.g. does an intervention increase retirement savings?

2. Performance in exam-style tests

Can we trust these measures?
Can we do better?

These questions also arise when evaluating, for instance, nutrition
labels, energy labels, professional advice, or disclosure requirements



Experiment

Timeline

1. Education intervention about compound interest

2. Choice problems

3. Incentivized test on compound interest



Interventions
Experiment A Experiment B

Treatment Control Treatment Control

Practice with Practice with
feedback feedback
(interest (other topic)

compounding)

I Intervention: Chapter on interest compounding from Malkiel,
Ellis, “The Elements of Investing”

I 905 participants total



Measuring success

1. Exam-style test on interest compounding
I 5 questions

2. Consequential decisions
I What amount of money paid today do you like just as well as

the following investment:

$10 in an account with 1% interest per day, compounded daily,
for 72 days. All money transferred to you in 72 days.

(“Complex frame”)

I What amount of money paid today do you like just as well as
the following prospect:

$20 transferred to you in 72 days.

(“Simple frame”)



Conventional measure 1: Exam-style test
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Conventional measure 2: Directional behavioral change

I We know: people tend to underestimate compound interest
(“exponential growth bias”)

I Absent education, reservation prices for the investments will
be too low.

I Successful intervention should increase reservation prices



Reservation prices for interest-bearing investments
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Inference from conventional methods

In each experiment we see

1. Increase in test scores

2. Behavioral change in expected direction

Ostensible implications

I The intervention caused people to make better decisions
I Results suggest that behavior changed because comprehension

increased

I Effects highly similar across experiments, practice stage seems
largely irrelevant

These conclusions are highly misleading!



What is a good decision?

Standard economics: You chose it, therefore you must have wanted
it → all decisions are good.

Behavioral economics:

1. People make mistakes, hence some decisions are bad

2. But preferences and circumstances matter

Our approach

I A good decision is one that you would have made if you
understood the consequences of your choices

I Good decision = same valuation in both frames

I Larger difference between valuations = worse decision

(Theory part of the paper shows when and why this even holds in
the presence of other, countervailing biases)
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Difference in reservation prices V complex − V simple

What the intervention in Experiment A actually does:
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Effect of treatment B
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I Treatment A helps those who underestimate, hurts those who
are correct / overestimate. The two approximately cancel
each other out. Overall welfare effect ∼ 0.

I Treatment B helps those who underestimate, does not hurt
those who are correct / overestimate. Overall welfare effect
positive.



Summary

I Widespread conventional methods yield wrong conclusions:
Interventions A and B are effective and equally so.

I Our method correctly shows that only B is successful

I Additional treatments show why the conventional methods fail

Implications

I Billions are being spent on behavioral public policy. Proper
evaluation is crucial!

I Further applications in finance
I Do the investment styles investors choose achieve their own

objectives? (with Bernheim, Jia)
I Effects of peer communication on financial choice (with

Bernheim, Ersoy, Harris)



Good and bad decisions outside finance
Ambuehl, working paper

Laws and guidelines around the world

I Limits on incentives for transactions such as organ donation,
surrogate motherhood, human egg donation, and participation
in medical trials.

I With low or no monetary payment, participation is often
allowed



Main Reason: Undue Inducement (a vague concept)

“A term of art meaning that something is being offered that is
alluring to the point that it clouds rational judgment . . . Attention
is fixated on the benefit, disallowing proper consideration of risks”

- Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2016

“Payments to women providing oocytes ... should be ... not so
substantial that they ... will lead donors to discount risks ... The
higher the payment, the greater the possibility that women will
discount risks.”

- American Society for Reproductive Medicine, 2007



Question
If we limit remuneration for egg donation, surrogacy, etc.

I Do we really prevent bad decisions? Do we effectively select
only those for whom participation is the right choice, and
exclude those for whom participation is wrong?

I Or do we simply exploit egg donors, surrogate mothers, trial
participants, etc. by underpaying them for their services?

This is a testable empirical question:

Do higher incentives cause worse participation decisions?



Experiment 1: Visceral transaction

Transaction: requirements

1. Aversive

2. Unknown to subjects

3. Possibility for selective information acquisition



What’s YOUR price?



Design

1. Learn incentive for eating an insect
I $3 (low)

I $30 (high)

2. Information acquisition

Select one of two 6 minute videos

� “Why you may want to eat insects”

� “Why you may not want to eat insects”

Then watch chosen video

No further information given about the insects to be ingested.



3. Participation decision (one for each of 5 species)
Do you accept the following offer?

Eat 5 roasted, whole, large mealworms, unflavored
(zophobas morio). In exchange, receive [$3 / $30].

(Additional stages follow)



Incentives cause biased information acquisition
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I Result consistent with the Undue Inducement Hypothesis.
I High incentives “will lead donors to discount risks ... The

higher the payment, the greater the possibility that women will
discount risks.” (American Society for Reproductive Medicine)

I BUT: This is not a welfare measure! Do higher incentives
really cause worse decisions?



Selective information search is no evidence for harm

How do incentives affect acquisition of costly
information by a perfectly rational individual?

(Formal model in paper)

Information costly → decide based on partial information

Two possible mistakes (compared to full information)

I Participate, even though under full information one would
have abstained (false positive)

I Abstain, even though under full information one would have
participated (false negative)

Optimization → make more expensive mistake less often

I Low incentive → expensive: mistaken participation

I High incentive → expensive: mistaken abstention

Higher incentive → bias info search towards participation



Additional experiment stages

4. Insects handed out
Remove code from underneath the insects in each container

Reveals substantial additional information about the transaction
(looks, smell, texture)

5. Reveal reservation price (for each species)
The item for this decision list is

5 roasted, whole, large mealworms,
unflavored (zophobas morio)

Get $0. In exchange, eat the item � � Do not participate.
Get $1. In exchange, eat the item � � Do not participate.
. . .
Get $60. In exchange, eat the item � � Do not participate.



2 Field Crickets



5 large Mealworms



2 House Crickets



3 Silkworm Pupae



2 Mole Crickets
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Welfare measurement: “informed consumer paradigm”

1. Subjects who are potentially badly informed make decisions.

2. Subjects become much better informed, and reveal
money-metric welfare for the decision they have just made

Use the informed decisions to assess welfare associated with the
uninformed decisions

I Similar to Bronnenberg et al. (2015), Allcott, Lockwood,
Taubinsky (2019), Allcott, Kessler (2019)

I Inherent in the paradigm: We only know that informed
consumers are better informed, but not whether they are
perfectly informed.



CDF of Marshallian surplus

Surplus =

{
Incentive paid − reservation price if transaction accepted

0 if transaction rejected

CDF of surplus
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Welfare analysis refutes the Undue Inducement Hypothesis!
With higher incentives, people are unambiguously better off.

This is not ex-ante obvious, because people do make mistakes.

Robustness
The Undue Inducement Hypothesis is violated even

I when accounting for possibility that videos and incentives
distort ex-post reservation prices

I when accounting for noisy elicitation

I for each species



2. Positive Welfare Economics



Paternalism
Ambuehl, Bernheim, Ockenfels, 2020, American Economic Review

I Policy makers sometimes intervene in an attempt to prevent
bad decisions

I Given people sometimes make mistakes, isn’t it plausible that
intuitions about the quality of other people’s decisions are
mistaken, too?

I Examine such mistakes in the domain of paternalistic decision
making.



Experiment paradigm

Roles

I Chooser
Chooses an option from a choice set

I Choice Architect (our focus)
Determines which options are available to the Chooser.

Each Choice Architect paired with one anonymous Chooser
(‘future participant’)



Constructing choice sets

Which of the choice options should be available or unavailable to
the future participant?

(You must make at least one option available.)



Frequency of unavailable options
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Why have you made the decisions in the way you have?

Paternalists

I “I wanted to force the future experiment participant to make
the decision that is right for him.”

I “I wanted to protect him from himself.”

I “In my opinion, this is the best choice. Like this, the person
forcibly gets the best choice.”

Libertarians

I “The more options, the better.”

I “I will not dictate anyone’s choice, even though I have a
strong opinion.”

I “I wanted the participants to decide for themselves. Therefore
I have usually just advised against certain options.”



How do people decide what is
good for others and what is bad?

“As we have no immediate experience of what other men feel, we
can form no idea of the manner in which they are affected, but
by conceiving what we ourselves should feel in the like situation.”

–Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments



Mistakes-projective paternalist

Intervene as if to help others avoid choices they wish they were
able to reject themselves.

→ More impatient Choice Architects impose stricter restrictions

Ideals-prospective paternalist

Intervene as if they project their own choices onto others and tried
to ensure that Choosers behave as they do.

→ More patient Choice Architects impose stricter restrictions

We measure Choice Architects’ own patience.



Choice Architects’ interventions
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Projective paternalism with real world policies
German subjects, questions about Swiss policy

Policy support (-2 to 2)

Sugar tax Alc. tax Tobacco tax Loan restr.

Body-mass index -0.064**
(s.d. = 2.7) (0.026)

Alc. cons. -0.131***
(units / wk) (0.024)

Smoker -0.452***
(yes / no) (0.070)

CC debt -0.533***
(in D1,000) (0.092)

Mean of dep. var. 0.704*** 0.141** 1.196*** 0.197***
(0.068) (0.072) (0.059) (0.057)

Observations 398 403 403 351

“What is your attitude regarding a tax that would increase the price of sugary drinks
in Switzerland by 20%? [. . . ] Switzerland should [definitely not (-2), rather not (-1),
rather (1), definitely (2)] introduce such a tax.” Estimated using OLS. Qualitative

results and statistical significance unchanged with ordered probit. With controls



I People are ideals-projective paternalists: Intervene with others
choices as if by trying to impose their own choices on others

I A part of this must be a mistake: Choice Architects
systematically mispredict the effects of their interventions

I (because they think Choosers are more similar to themselves
than they actually are)

These are laboratory subjects.
What about ‘professional (potential) paternalists’?



Paternalism in financial advice (work in progress)
Ambuehl, Arrieta, Bartling, Bernheim, Yeske

Participants

Certified Financial Planners practicing in the US

Experiment

I We have recruited one lower-middle income individual
(‘client’) who will receive $20,000

I One of the Financial Planners participating in this study will
be assigned to that individual, and will fully determine how
they receive the money. It could be you!

I Money will be held in trust for 10 years and will be invested
according to your responses before the client will receive it.

I x% in stock ETF (Vanguard VOO)
I (100− x)% in bond ETF (Vanguard BOO)

(All of this is real, none is hypothetical)



Main decision

I Over what part of the $20,000 will the client make the asset
allocation decision?

I Over what part of the $20,000 will you make the asset
allocation decision? How do you allocate?

Pilot results (n = 15)

I Almost half of the planners leave no discretion at all. No
planner leaves discretion over more than half the money.

I Similar when deciding how much money to make available
immediately and how much to lock up in a 10-year systematic
withdrawal plan.

Main study questions

I How do decisions vary by client race and gender?

I What predicts advisor decisions (race, gender, age,
experience)?



Behavioral public policy

How to set policy that produces outcomes
that are good for society and for individuals?

1. What mistakes do people make? What produces better
decisions? Behavioral welfare economics

I Conventional methods of evaluating interventions (financial
education) can be misleading. We propose a better method.

I Monetary incentives do not worsen decision quality in the way
the Undue Inducement Hypothesis predicts

2. What do people believe will improve outcomes for society and
individuals? Positive welfare economics

I Intuitions about undue inducement are false.
I Ideals-projective paternalism

There is much more to do!


